


nVenia. From the Latin invenio for “invent,” it’s a new name for packaging 

equipment innovation. A new name for full-line, integrated capabilities. 

A new name for one-stop ease, efficiency, agility and accountability. 

Four trusted packaging brands, under one name and one roof.

Let the next level begin.

THIS IS NVENIA.



One focus:
Solutions.
nVenia brings Duravant packaging leaders Arpac, Hamer-Fischbein and 

Ohlson Packaging together to create next-level packaging equipment 

integration and innovation. All in one location, with one shared focus: 

our customers and what they need to solve.

ARPAC

More than 45 years of leadership as an OEM in secondary 

packaging machinery, a proven innovator in complex, 

fully integrated package production line solutions.

FISCHBEIN

An established market leader in bag closing technologies 

and equipment design, with over 100 years of experience 

serving customers in more than 190 countries. 

HAMER

A leading industrial bagging automation provider, 

offering a comprehensive portfolio of solutions that 

includes weighing, forming, filling and complete 

bag management. 

OHLSON

Rugged, highly accurate primary packaging lines to 

weigh, count and fill all types of packages, from flexible 

packaging to jars to rigid containers.
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Under the nVenia name, Arpac, Hamer-Fischbein and Ohlson Packaging will live on as four 

brands—Arpac, Fischbein, Hamer and Ohlson—badged on our equipment as a constant 

reminder of our proud legacy of quality, durability and innovation.

NVENIA

nVenia combines these three great companies for 

greater efficiency, agility, collaboration and innovation—

built to turn integrated packaging capabilities into 

integrated packaging solutions.



Stronger. Together. 
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nVenia offers an enhanced ability to integrate and 

automate Arpac, Fischbein, Hamer and Ohlson branded 

packaging equipment into purpose-built, full-line 

solutions—with the same quality, service and relationship 

focus our customers have always counted on.

WEIGH AND FILL

We deliver product portioning accuracy with weighing and filling 

machinery for a wide range of package types in a variety of industries.

FORM AND SEAL

We ensure product integrity with high-quality forming and sealing 

solutions encompassing a full spectrum of packaging materials.

BUNDLE AND WRAP

We support brand-building product presentation with leading bundling 

and shrink-wrapping equipment using clear or printed film in virtually 

any size.

CASE AND CARTON

We protect product presentation with advanced equipment for case 

packing, tray erecting and cartoning finished packages.

PALLETIZE AND SECURE

We enable secure and efficient transport of products to your 

customers with palletizing, shrink wrapping and complete load 

containment solutions.

INTEGRATE AND CONNECT

We deliver optimum packaging system efficiency and performance with 

custom-engineered, fully integrated multi-OEM solutions that work.

SERVICE AND MAINTAIN

We ensure equipment and system performance that extends beyond 

installation with Duravant’s SupportPro aftermarket capabilities—

certified field technicians offering fast 24/7 response, in-stock parts and 

a commitment to delivering optimal service quality and the lowest cost 

of ownership.
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A center for high 
performance.
nVenia’s new, 256,000sf facility is designed and located to support cross-

functional collaboration, quick-response agility, accelerated R&D, world-

class manufacturing, efficient shipping and optimum service levels in 

commercial packaging equipment and solutions. This high-performance 

hub builds more than machinery. It’s designed to build relationships.

FOCUS ON RELATIONSHIPS

Our name is new, but our dedication to service and 

customer relationships is not. Bringing trusted

packaging brands Arpac, Fischbein, Hamer and Ohlson 

together in one location streamlines communication, 

optimizes engineering capabilities and accelerates R&D 

productivity to deliver next-level value to our customers.

PEOPLE BEHIND THE PERFORMANCE

Facilities don’t build products, and brands don’t build 

relationships. People do. The people behind Arpac, 

Fischbein, Hamer and Ohlson performance are the same 

people taking nVenia forward. Because every business is 

a people business, continuity is key to long relationships. 

nVenia has it.

THE LEGACY LIVES ON 

Arpac, Fischbein, Hamer and Ohlson together represent 

a long legacy of robust equipment performance, 

industry-leading innovation and responsive service. 

That legacy and the values it represents live on as 

equipment brands. The machines you operate will 

continue to carry the names you trust.
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nVenia is centrally located in Chicago’s western suburbs, 

minutes from O’Hare International Airport as well as 

numerous major rail and truck transportation centers. 

That means customers get the full benefit of working 

with an American provider—reliable, economical and 

timely delivery of equipment and parts.



Let’s invent 
the next level.

The vision driving nVenia is to put four great packaging 

brands under one state-of-the-art roof, bringing the

people who built those brands together to redefine 

what’s possible in engineered packaging line solutions.

Our culture of collaboration and customer commitment 

is stronger than ever. We look forward to working closely 

with you to invent the next level for your business.

Every great solution begins 

with a conversation. 

Contact us today to get started.



HEADQUARTERS

750 N. Wood Dale Road

Wood Dale, IL 60191

CONTACT US

info@nVenia.com

800.253.5103 

www.nVenia.com


